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Productivity and publication. A researcher’s h-index is based on his/her 

most cited papers and the number of citations that they have received in 

other’s publications. It is generally determined by knowing the number 

of articles written by the author indexed in citation databases. An H-

index will be 10 if 10 articles have received at least 10 citations. 

Ignoring the order and authorship role of an individual researcher may 

lead to rather a misleading H-index that is totally not relevant to 

academic leadership determination. The publishing of research 

conducted by a large collaborative research group made many 

collaborators with minor role in research creation, development and 

leadership obtain a high misleading H-index and is not correlated with 

their academic and research prowess. The use of methods that increase 

the reliability of the H-index has been increasingly recommended. The 

aim of this paper is to describe the determination of a more accurate, 

non-misleading H-index that is more relevant to academic leadership 

determination. 

Materials and methods: An author was found to have an extremely 

misleading H-index of 28 at Google Scholar citation that is not relevant 

to academic leadership deterioration. The papers’ citations in his profile 

were assessed and a corrected rational non-misleading H-index was 

determined. 

Results: The author name was not among the first five authors for the 

first 20 papers listed by Google Scholar Citation, and in most of these 

papers, his name was not present among the first ten authors. The author 

name appears among the first three authors in 9 papers (Number 27, 

28,29, 36, 41, 43, 45, 47, 50) as listed by Google Scholar Citation. 

These papers have 34, 30, 21, 10, 5, 5,4,4,3 citations respectively. The 

author real H-index is 5; because he has at least 5 papers having five 

citations (Number 27, 28, 29, 36, 41, 43). 

Keywords:  Corrected H-

index, academic 

leadership 
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Conclusion: The corrected H-index should be calculated while 

considering the papers really authored by an individual author who 

should be among the first three authors. Many authors who join a large 

collaborative research group will generally have a minor contribution to 

research development and publication, but they may achieve a rather 

misleading high H-index. It is recommended that Google Scholar 

Citation adopt the corrected H-index to guarantee the reliability and 

usefulness of the H-index.  
©2020, www.medrech.com  

INTRODUCTION 

Possible and tangible improvement in 

medical practices and healthcare services 

through using evidence-based medicine has 

been increasingly attributed to the success of 

academic medical leadership and healthcare 

leadership within organizations and 

institutions. Therefore, interest has been rising 

for identifying the necessary practices of 

medical leadership and academic medical 

leadership, and also in identifying the qualities 

of genuine medical and academic medical 

leaders. Bibliometric indices have been 

increasingly used to quantitatively and 

qualitatively assess scientific/research 

productivity of medical leaders and academic 

medical leaders [1-12]. 

Academic medical leadership which is 

linked with academic productivity is correlated 

in many academic institutions throughout the 

world with academic promotion and the 

acquisition of academic leadership positions. 

The research publication is probably the most 

important measure of academic productivity, 

and thus of academic medical leadership. 

However, the mere number of published 

research has not been regarded as a satisfactory 

measure of academic medical leadership 

because this number dose does not give a clue 

to the strength and importance of the published 

research work. 

Academic medical leaders emerge or 

selected from members of academic 

organizations and institutions, and therefore the 

emergence of genuine academic medical 

leaders necessitates the appropriate selection of 

adequately qualified physicians for faculties’ 

positions in academic medical organizations or 

institutions. Several studies showed that the 

Hirsch index (h-index) is a useful tool for the 

evaluation of academic productivity of 

physicians, and it is dependent on academic 

rank and increases progressively with academic 

rank, and thus can be used to determine 

academic leaders. However, the emphasis has 

been increasingly made that ignoring the order 

and authorship role of an individual researcher 

may lead to rather a misleading H-index that is 

not relevant to academic leadership 

determination. The publishing of research 

conducted by a large collaborative research 

group made many collaborators with a minor 

role in the research-creation, development and 

leadership obtain a high misleading H-index 

and is not correlated with their academic and 

research prowess [12,13,14,15,16,17].  

The use of methods that increase the 

reliability of the H-index has been increasingly 

recommended [9]. This paper aims to describe 

the determination of more accurate, non-

misleading H-index that is more useful for 

academic leadership identification. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The author “Faris Al-Lami” was found 

to have an extremely misleading H-index of 28 

at Google Scholar citation, and that was 

attributed to joining several collaborative 

research group as a minor author or as a mere 

collaborator without an identifiable authorship 

role. The papers’ citations in his profile [18] 

were assessed and a corrected rational non-

misleading H-index that is more relevant to 
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academic leadership determination was 

determined. 

RESULTS  

The author's name was not among the 

first five authors for the first 20 papers listed by 

Google Scholar Citation (Figures-1A and B), 

and in most of these papers, his name was not 

present among the first ten authors. The 

author's name appears among the first three 

authors in 3 papers (Number 27, 28, and 29) as 

listed by Google Scholar Citation (Figures-1C). 

These three papers have 34, 30, and 21 

citations respectively. The author's name was 

present among the first three authors also in 

paper number 36 with 10 citations (Figure-D). 

Figure-1E shows the papers number 41 to 50 

listed by Google Scholar Citation, and the 

author name appears among the first three 

authors in 5 papers (Number 41 has five 

citations, number 43 has five citations, number 

45 has four citations, number 47 has four 

citations, number, and number 50 Number 3).  

The corrected non-misleading H-index 

should be calculated considering the papers 

authored by an individual author who should be 

among the first three authors. 

DISCUSSION 

Academic leadership, a leadership that 

essentially involves creating vision and mission 

relying on scientific research bases for the 

organization, and introducing creative and 

innovative ideas. Therefore, academic medical 

leaders lead the establishment of vision and 

mission based on scientific evidence and 

research evidence for colleges of medicine, 

teaching and university hospitals’ clinical 

departments, specializations and sub-

specialization boards, peer-reviewed medical 

journals, and training centers. Academic 

medical leadership also involves introducing 

creative and innovative ideas, and inspiring 

teamwork [1, 2, 3, 4, 12].  

Hirsch suggested that the productivity 

of an author (The total number of published 

papers) does not account for the quality of 

scientific publications. On the other hand, the 

citation-based impact of an author (The total 

number of citations) can be excessively 

affected by authoring a highly influential 

paper(s) that generate a large number of 

citations.  The citation-based impact of an 

author can also be generated by many 

publications with few citations. It has been 

thought that combing productivity and citation-

based index into a single measurement reduces 

the artificial influence of one or two highly 

cited paper(s) on the citation count [19, 20]. 

Therefore, the H-index has become the most 

widely used quantitative measure of impact, 

and universities and academic institutions are 

increasingly being asked to show the quality 

and impact of their work [21, 22].  

The h-index is based on the scientist's 

most cited papers and the number of citations 

that they have received in other publications. 

The H-index for an author can be determined 

by knowing the number of articles written by 

the author indexed in citation databases such as 

Scopus and web of science. An H-index will be 

10 if 10 articles have received at least 10 

citations [21, 22]. 
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Figures-1A: The author name was not among the first five authors for the first 40 papers listed by 

Google Scholar Citation 
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Figures-1B: The author name was not among the first five authors for the first 40 papers listed by 

Google Scholar Citation 
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Figures-1C: The author name appeared as the third author in the paper number 27 listed by Google 

Scholar Citation 
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Figure-1D: The author name was present among the first three authors also in paper number 36 with 

10 citations 
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Figure-1E: The papers number 41 to 50 listed by Google Scholar Citation, and author name appears 

among the first three authors in 5 papers (Number 41 has five citations, number 43 has five citations, 

number 45 has four citations, number 47 has four citations, number, and number 50 Number 3) 

 

CONCLUSION 

The corrected H-index should be 

calculated while considering the papers 

authored by an individual author who should be 

among the first three authors. Many authors 

who join a large collaborative research group 

will generally have a minor contribution to 

research development and publication, but they 

may achieve a rather misleading high H-index. 

It is recommended that Google Scholar 

Citation, Scopus, and Semantic Scholar adopt 

the corrected H-index to guarantee the 

reliability and usefulness of the H-index. 
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